[Somatic hybrids of normal and tumor Djzungarian hamster cells. II. Manifestation of malignancy and karyotype features of hybrid tumors].
The hybrid clones derived from the fusion of tumour and normal cells of Djungarian hamster were tested for their ability to grow progressively in vivo and to form colonies in semisolid medium. In all cases the hybrids were able to produce tumours in animals, but tumorigenicity of different clones varied. Some clones had high take incidence of tumours comparable to that of malignant partner, others had a very low one. The hybrid clones differed in their ability to form colonies in soft agar. No correlation was found between the malignancy of the hybrid clones in vivo and their ability to grow in semisolid medium. Chromosome analysis of 23 hybrid tumours arising from the injections of the hybrid cells showed that in 18 tumours the drastic reduction of chromosomes from tetraploid to near-diploid level, comparable to that of malignant parent, took place. As a rule, morphologically unchanged chromosomes were preferentially lost from the hybrid tumour cells, the markers of the malignant partner being retained. Some hybrid tumours showed insignificant chromosome elimination of all pairs, except chromosomes of the IV and VIII pairs, their number always being reduced.